
Cepei: 
A Data-driven Think Tank from the Global South 

Cepei is an independent, non-profit think tank. Established in 2002 
and headquartered in Bogota, Colombia, Cepei runs on diversity, 
free speech, and the creativity of its multidisciplinary team of issue 
experts and partners worldwide. Based on data and analysis, 
we empower people and institutions to find pathways towards 
sustainable development.

What We Do
Our projects provide data and create knowledge for three global 
development areas:

1. Data. Knowledge and tools for harnessing the use of data and 
visualizations. 

2. Governance. The institutional architecture for monitoring 
progress in the 2030 Agenda and multi-actor participation. 

3. Financing. Monitor domestic resources mobilization in low and 
middle-income countries. 

Data for Sustainable Development

The implementation of the 2030 Agenda—the 17 Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs), with their 169 targets, 241 global 
indicators, plus national indicators—has not only demanded higher 
commitment levels among nations and development actors but also 
has made a case for the need to incorporate more, high-quality, 
real-time, and disaggregated data in policy and planning. The world 
needs open and quality data for the design of public policies that will 
make it possible to achieve the commitments of the 2030 Agenda. 

The Data Unit is directed to data practitioners, policy makers, and donors 
who need open, traditional and non-traditional data, and information 
for effective planning, executing, and monitoring the progress towards 
meeting the SDGs in Latin America and the Caribbean.
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Cepei offers immediate access to data for decision-making and 
provides tools for every user level, starting with the basics: where to 
find quality data, how to process it, and how to create visualizations 
and communicate effectively to your audiences. 

A New Reality After the Pandemic

•	 The 2020 pandemic changed the way we create and transform 
data. Sustainable Development stakeholders must understand 
the new digital ecosystem if they want to thrive in times of 
accelerated digitalization.

•	Data practitioners and policy makers in Latin America and the 
Caribbean more than ever need open quality data, and spaces 
to collaborate and mobilize to meet the new challenges post 
COVID-19--and more importantly--to preserve their progress 
towards 2030 and beyond.

The Data Unit’s Programmatic Offer

Together, the Data Units three programs create a platform that 
brings together the kind of data needed at the regional, national and 
local levels for productively tracking our progress towards meeting 
the SDGs, creating a data culture in Sustainable Development 
stakeholders, and transferring knowledge across the region. 

1. DataRepública: A digital hub for the creation of data-based 
knowledge and storytelling. The hub makes data analysis 
more accessible and reveals the connections and relationships 
between data, sources, and the SDGs. This platform incorporates 
four distinct and interconnected components, each of them a 
standalone program: Conecta, Aprende, Publica, Analiza. 

2. Global Partnership for Sustainable Development Data 
(GPSDD): As its Latin America and the Caribbean Secretariat, 
Cepei promotes national-level SDG monitoring, encourages 
data use to close information gaps, strengthens local-level data 
use skills, and creates global cooperation partnerships.

3. Thematic Projects and Special Opportunities: Meeting the 
SDGs requires planning and investment in every sphere of society 
and covers a broad spectrum of issues and every community’s 
reality. Cepei will develop initiatives and partnerships to further 
improve the way data is presented and disseminated.

Bringing Data to Life:

The Data Unit is directed 
to data practitioners 
and policy makers who 
need open, high quality, 
data, and information 
for effective planning, 
executing, and monitoring 
the progress towards 
meeting the SDGs.
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•	Unidos por Los ODS - El Aporte de Nuestras Empresas. 
Report on the contribution of  Colombia’s 21 largest 
companies to the SDGs.

•	Reconciliación de datos: proceso, estándares y lecciones 
aprendidas. Groundbreaking project bringing together the 
Bogota Chamber of Commerce and the Colombian NSO, 
DANE, to implement new methods for capturing private 
sector data. 

•	Data for Now. Independent initiative led by eight countries 
with support from GPSDD, the World Bank, SDSN TReNDS, 
and the United Nations for SDG-related data partnership 
advancement. Cepei leads activities in Colombia and 
Paraguay.

DataRepublica Brings Data to Life 

The Data Unit is directed to data practitioners and policy makers who 
need open, high quality, data, and information for effective planning, 
executing, and monitoring the progress towards meeting the SDGs.

Its four modules—Conecta, Aprende, Publica and Analiza—serve 
National Statistics Offices (NSOs), data journalists, research 
institutes, governments, companies, and decision-makers looking to 
maximize their programs’ positive impact.

Visit our website to use these programs: 

Conecta 

1. Annual Research Report that includes a look at progress in 
priority countries, their open data policies, SDG governance 
mechanisms, National Statistical Systems, data availability, 
comparative analysis, and trends.

2. Online Catalog of data in prioritized countries in Latin America, 
and on every SDG. Includes each data source´s description and 
metadata.

3. Visualizations allow users to download the information they 
need and use it at their convenience.
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https://cepei.org/documents/reconciliacion-de-datos-proceso-estandares-y-lecciones-aprendidas/
https://cepei.org/documents/reconciliacion-de-datos-proceso-estandares-y-lecciones-aprendidas/
https://cepei.org/initiative/data-for-now/
https://datarepublica.org/conecta


Conecta

Aprende

To meet the SDGs, organizations at the global, regional, national 
and subnational level must sharpen their data use and analysis 
capabilities. Aprende builds your understanding of how to work with 
data starting with the basics, and equips your organizations with the 
tools to thrive in the post-pandemic data ecosystem.

1. Knowledge and capacity building: courses and thematic videos 
including  the 2030 Agenda and the SDGs, monitoring public 
policies, data journalism, data mapping, data analysis software 
(Python, R, Stata), big data techniques, data visualization tools 
(ArcGis, Tableau, QGIS).

2. Co-creation spaces: Data Living Labs & workshops to 
strengthen data use technical skills and analysis capabilities, 
and to inspire solutions especially post COVID-19.

3. Aprende Talks. Experts and peers work together in inspired 
conversations about data analysis and visualization, storytelling 
data, and the use, production, and communication of data and 
statistical knowledge.
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Publica

•	 A collaborative space for sharing and promoting research findings.

•	Create stories with data associated with one or more SDGs. 
These stories present data interactively, and they uncover the 
needs, progress, challenges, and opportunities within a territory 
or a population group.

Analiza 

Databases processed to regional SDGs level, on-demand, high-quality 
reports, and downloadable data sets analysis and visualizations.

APRENDE

Data
Journalism

DataLIVING
LAB

APROVECHAMIENTO DEL AGUA EN COSTA RICA

PUBLICA

La demografía territorial para formular políticas
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https://datarepublica.org/publica


Data and Governance for Development

Our Governance, Data, and Communications Units collaborate to 
develop tools to promote stakeholder interaction around data production.

How do we integrate across Cepei units? Check out 
these tools: 

•	 The LAC Position Tracker is a graphically-engaging view of countries’ 
positions on the SDGs in their Voluntary National Reviews (VNRs) 
and their United Nations (UN) General Assembly speeches. 

•	 Publica - DataRepública, an initiative highlighting the critical 
role of data stories for sharing experiences, facts, and creating 
proposals contributing to Sustainable Development.

•	 The COVID-19 Data and Innovation Centre:Data and Innovation Centre: A digital 
platform that presents a complete view of 47 countries’ recovery. 
Here you will find timely, validated, and well-packaged data 
for communicators, policymakers, and stakeholders making 
decisions for post-pandemic recovery. 

Partnering with Cepei is Partnering with the 
Global South

Become a data partner
We work in multistakeholder initiatives for sustainable development at 
the global, regional, national and local levels. We welcome multilateral 
agencies, government agencies, National Statistical Offices (NSOs), 
academia, and civil society.

Connect to us with data
We collaborate with the data community partners. Connect us with 
your data and other data sources. 

Become a data skills-based fellow
Apply your ingenuity and share your talent and creativity to improve 
the quality of and access to data.

Donate
We run cost-efficient programs and creative partnerships for 
idoneous teams to tackle challenges in the data ecosystem. We 
welcome your contribution.

For additional information, 
please contact:  
Fredy Rodríguez,  
Program officer data for 
sustainable development,  
at f.rodriguez@cepei.org
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https://knowledge4recovery.org/
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